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Feel warm to feel good
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Interested in SYNEGO? We’re happy to advise you!
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YOUR BENEFITS
at a glance

1 Energy savings thanks to great thermal insulation

2. Peace and quiet thanks to noise protection

3. Feel safe with individual features for your home

4. Creative window design with a variety of shapes and 

colours
5. Brilliant, clean windows using our innovative HDF formula

6. Responsible contribution to protecting the environment

PEACE AND QUIET
With SYNEGO, you keep the noise out

CLEVER TECHNOLOGY
For your home and the environment

You significantly contribute to environmental protection with Synego windows.

Source: www.hug-technik.com/inhalt/ta/schallpegel_laermpegel.html

22 times lower noise levels

90 dB(A)
Lorry

44 dB(A)
Quiet flatSYNEGO

and completely sustainable.
We take back windows for recycling, 
refine them and then reintroduce 
them to the production process.
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Environmentally friendly
Our products are extreme-
ly long-lasting, environmen-
tally sound

Triple glazing, glass thickness of up 
to 51 mm

Seals for reliable protection 
against draughts and moisture

Optional third seal level

7 chambers in the frame, 6 chambers 
in the casement for high insulation

Technical data

Rebate gasket Central gasket

Thermal insulation profile Uf up to 1.0 W/m²K Uf up to 0.94 W/m²K 

Thermal insulation window Glass (Ug value) Total insulation value window (Uw value) 

0.8 W/m²K 0.94 W/m²K 0.92 W/m²K 

0.7 W/m²K 0.87 W/m²K 0.86 W/m²K 

0.6 W/m²K 0.81 W/m²K 0.79 W/m²K 

0.5 W/m²K 0.74 W/m²K 0.72 W/m²K 

0.4 W/m²K 0.67 W/m²K 0.66 W/m²K

Noise insulation up to Rw,p up to 46 dB 

Break-in protection up to RC3 

Low vertical frame 
view (117 mm) for 

maximum daylight

Installation depth (80 mm) 
for lean proportions

… where only 

can get insweet dreams 

You are surrounded by noise on a daily basis. With 
SYNEGO, you can shut the noise out and make your 
home an oasis of peace and quiet.



LOW HEATING COSTS
Save on energy, not on your windows

Compared to current standard windows, thermal insulation is up to 50% 
higher thanks to SYNEGO windows. This saves heating costs!

HIGH LEVEL OF SAFETY
Feel safe and sound with SYNEGO

CLEANING IS CHILD’S PLAY
Easy-to-clean thanks to the revolutionary HDF formula.

COLOURFUL DIVERSITY
Choose your perfect windows

Realize your own ideas with SYNEGO: radiant white, warm wooden 
decorative designs with textures surfaces or trendy solid colours.

Square, round and coloured?
Choose from more than 220 colours. You can choose the decorative design 
separately for the inside and outside. In addition to this, SYNEGO is 
available in many different shapes.

Impact of windows on 
energy consumption

Litres of heating oil Litres of heating oil Litres of heating oil

With wooden windows 
from the 1980s With current conven-

tional windows With SYNEGO 
windows

14,500 7,000 4,200

Calculation: Window surface of 25 m², heating oil consumption in 25 years; wooden 
windows with U value = 2.79 W/m²K, conventional windows with U value = 1.36 W/
m²K; SYNEGO with U value = 0.66 W/m²K

warm and 
cosy

… where it’s 

… where there’s 
nothing to fear - 

except maybe me

Your home will be safer with SYNEGO.

Up to 10 times better protected against burglaries.
80 % of all break-ins take place through easily accessible 
windows and doors. Protect your home– with  SYNEGO up 
to the highest resistance class RC 3.

The  SYNEGO window surface with HDF technology creates considerably 
smoother surfaces to which it is difficult for dirt to adhere.

Brilliantly clean.
The High Definition Finishing (HDF) seals the surface and ensures brilliance. 
Your windows will remain clean for longer and are easier to clean.

Quickly pried open 
without protection Simple protection Improved protection 

with simple tools
Improved protection 
with heavy tools
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Break-in resistance class 
RC1 

Break-in resistance class 
RC 2 / RC 2N

Break-in resistance class 
RC3

…where we 

to discover something newalways have the time 

Conventional window surface SYNEGO window surface

Colour selection.

Wood
Sierra Winchester XA Light Oak 1 Golden Beech Oregon Dark Oak 1

Golden Oak Mahogany Cherry Blossom Rustic Cherry Macore Soft Cherry Bog Oak

Uni
Traffic Yellow Signal Red Oxide Red Brown Red Bordeaux Violet Ultramarine Blue

Signal Blue Turquoise Blue Distant Blue Moss green Grass Green Opal Green Khaki Grey

Smooth Grey Basalt Grey Slate Grey Anthracite Grey Grey Signal Grey Quartz Grey

Aluminium
Alux DB 703 Alux Anthracite Brushed Aluminium

…where we 
always find new inspiration


